EQS-EPP method is used to obtain a limit load solution for a plate subjected to transverse pressure and fixed at the outer edge. This solution is compared to a solution obtained with an EPP-FEA model in which each penetration in the plate is modeled explicitly. The calculated limit load from using the EQS-EPP model is 8% lower than the limit load calculated by the explicit model. -.
NOMENCLATURE
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The notation used in the following is based on the desire to have the result in matrix form directly applicable to FEA programs. 
A flow rule based on the collapse surface of Equation (1) is developed by assuming that a yield function exists such that
The material yields when F = O and dF = O.
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The plastic strain increment is given by the flow rule Acp=AA~=AAã cJ
where += d F/~cr= dts,#doand AZ is a constant that is determined by the requirement that o satisfy F(a) = O.
A strain increment AEfrom stress and strain state (GO, &O)will produce plastic deformation only if the elastic estimate of the end-of-step stress c' = CJO + D (As), leads to F(c*)>O. In that case, the end-of-step stress is
Thus the calculation of the end-of-step stress requires solution of seven simultaneous equations involving AL and the six independent stress components a. Defining a vector x = {o=, Gw, % Tv, h Tyz,Al}T and re-arranging Equation ( 
d&&=@T D*d&/(#)TD*@ (14)
Again manipulation of Equation (12) gives the desired final consistent tangent modulus
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The EQS plasticity algorithm is as follows:
1. Apply an increment of strain, As, and consider it to be elastic. Calculate 6* using O*= O.+ DA&.
If O* produces a o,fi that is less than yield, the step is elastic and the consistent tangent modulus is D per Equation (2).
The plastic strain increments are zero for this step. Return from the algorithm.
3. If C* produces O.H> So, find the appropriate OFthat is on the yield surface using the return mapping procedure to solve the non-linear equations given in Equations (6 and 7). This requires determination of the Jacobian matrix [dfi /dxj ] as described in Equation (9). Note that Ak is equal to the effective plastic strain increment. 
Calculate the flow vector $ for~F and the plastic strain increments per Equation (4).
. 
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Numerical results are presented in this section. The problems were selected for their utility in both verifying that the EPP-EQS theory can be used to accurately predict plastic collapse of perforated materials and for demonstrating the efficiency with which the method can be obtained using a standard EPP-FEA program. We used ABAQUS for these problems. The EPP-EQS method was used by way of the user module UMAT capability of ABAQUS defined according to the algorithm described in the previous section. Solutions from the EPP-EQS models were compared to solutions from an FEA analysis for which the penetrations were modeled explicitly. These explicit models allowed us to confirm that the EQS-EPP solutions were correct.
Example 1. Collapse Surface
The first and fourth quadrants of the collapse surface in the (oM,~YY)plane were generated using ABAQUS with the user specified EPP-EQS module. A simple twoby-four rectangular element mesh was defined for this study. Boundary conditions were applied to produce 19 different C,JGW or CT~CXX ratios. The unit cell for this analysis is shown in Figure 4 .
The ligament efficiency of 0.31733 was chosen for this study. All problems were run until the collapse load was obtained. The collapse load is defined as the load for which a small increase in load produces an unbounded increase in deflection. Numerically this is reflected by a large difficulty in-achieving a conve;ged for a small increase in load. 
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The utility of the EPP-EQS model is demonstrated by the fact that very similar results were obtained for both models even though a significantly simpler finite element mesh is required for EPP-EQS model than in the explicit model. As the number of penetrations and the complexity of the overall structure increases, the simplicity afforded by the EQS model is apparent.
CONCLUSIONS
A consistent tangent modulus was obtained for a fourth order yield function appropriate to describe the collapse surface of a perforated plate with a triangular array of penetrations. An algorithm was developed for implementing the theory into a practical finite element program for the purposes of calculating limit loads for perforated plates. The method was demonstrated to be accurate with 8!% of limit loads calculated using finite element models where the penetrations were included explicitly. The method was shown to greatly reduce the complexity of limit load calculations for perforated plates over the conventional finite element modeling practice.
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